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Abstract. An important place within the analysis of economic and financial performance of a 
company is occupied by profitability, which is the reason why it constitutes a reference mark in the 
direction taken by management decisions. Often, the notion of profitability is linked to earnings or the 
entity’s ability to yield positive economic and financial results. Even if initiated by bankers more than 
a century ago, ratio-based analysis is nowadays a basic instrument in financial analysis, enabling time 
and space comparisons, thus increasing the accuracy of analysis and decision. Ratios used to diagnose 
a company are efficiency correlations, that is, the variables relations considered when calculating the 
ratios are: effect/effort, or effect/effect or effort/effort relations and have an informational value 
greater than the absolute size indicators. Profitability ratios are also useful while comparing the 
profitability and risk of different sized companies, so that the most intelligent decisions may be created 
by the users of financial and accounting information. Profitability ratios that are most intelligently 
picked up by decision makers shall constitute the Instrument Board from either a defensive 
perspective, when looking for the reasons and explaining the difficulties and solutions to overcome 
them, or from an offensive perspective, namely levels of action are wished to be chosen so that 
strategies or decisions may be prepared by the company. Following the analysis of profitability ratios, 
a performance diagnosis may be estimated on two levels: profitability diagnosis (strong points) and 
risk diagnosis (weak points). Strong points refer to: profitable assets, debts and the quality of their 
portfolio, abundance of liquid assets, quality of entity’s relations to the micro and macro-economic 
environments. Weak points concern the lack of self-financing funds, the frailty of financial balance or 
of results. 
 





The profitability rates (Vâlceanu et.al., 2004) represent a ratio between a result 
indicator (either profit or loss) and another indicator that reflects a flow of activity (such as 
the turnover, the resources employed) or a stock (the equity capital, the total assets). 
Generally speaking, the profitability rate relatively renders the extent to which the entire 
capital yields a profit. 
Unlike the profit rates, the profitability ones enable comparative analyses in time and 
space by means of various templates of expression and have different informing powers ;one 
of the goals of financial diagnosis is therefore the determination of a company’s profitability 
according to the rates. 
The rates employed are efficiency correlations, the variables considered for 
calculating the rates being either in the effect/effort ratio or in the effect/effect or effort/effort 
ones. 
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The main avail of the financial rates consists in comparing profitability and risk 
within variously-sized companies, with a view of substantiating the best decisions to be made 
by the financial-accounting information users.   
  
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
The source of the processed information is the database of the trading company 
under study, notably the yearly financial breakdowns components: the Abridged Balance 
Sheet and the Profit and Loss Account for 2006-2011. This business object of activity is meat 
products (including poultry) manufacture. 
The information valorising technique falls into a profitability indicators trend 
analysis, according to the literature, by using the rates method, the 6-year comparison method 
and the chain substitutions one.For conclusion SWOT method. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Tab. 1 
Level and evolution of the total assets economic profitability rate 
Indicators Year 2006 Year 2007 Year 2008 Year 2009 Year 2010 Year 2011 
Total assets (Ta) 
/RON 
1495702 8918041 12126732 11438180 12192006 11497115 
Gross profit 
(Gp)/RON 
126049 384248 128994 19050 454305 470281 
a) Economic 
profitability rate 
(Ep) = Gp/Ta 
8.43% 4.31% 1.07% 0.17% 3.73% 4.09% 
Operating profit 
N(Op)/RO 
124323 412234 343843 365638 740961 646534 
Turnover (To) 
/RON 
4800289 8591558 12199961 18170306 24303078 24051502 
Ta efficiency = 
To/Ta 
3.21 0.96 1.00 1.59 1.99 2.09 
Sales profitability 
rate (Op /To) 
2.59% 4.80% 2.82% 2.02% 3.05% 2.69% 
b) Economic 
profitability rate 
(Ep)  = Op/Ta 
8.32% 4.63% 2.84% 3.20% 6.08% 5.63% 
Net profit 
(Np)/RON 
104589 324862 103406 8298 371681 381881 
Economic 
profitability rate 
(Ep) = Np/Ta 




215069 552245 439285 905579 1219393 1345079 
c) Economic 
profitability rate 
(Ep)  = Gos / Ta 
14.38% 6.20% 3.63% 7.92% 10.01% 11.70% 
Source : the author’s processed information 
 
Calculated according to the gross profit per RON 100 total assets, the total assets 
economic profitability rate sees a drop in 2007-2009 : from 8.43% in 2006 it drops to 0.17% 
in 2009. The reduction is caused by the total assets enhancement in a more accelerated rhythm 
than the gross profit one. Since 2010 and 2011, respectively, the total assets profitability rate 
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has been increasing from 0.17% to 4.09% in 2011, on account of the total assets enhancement 
in a slower rhythm than the gross profit increase one. 
Calculated according to the operating profit per RON 100 total assets, the 
economical profitability rate is slightly different from the previous formula, the cause residing 
in the value difference between the gross profit and the operating one. The operating profit is 
not encumbered by the business financial costs. The efficiency of the operating profit per 
RON 100 total assets sees a diminishment from 8.32% in 2006 to 2.84% in 2008, it comes 
back to 6.08% in 2009-2010, only to reach 5.63% in 2011 as compared to 6.08% in 2010. 
The identification of the causes for the diminishment of the total assets economical 
profitability supposes decomposing this rate into a double rate product:  
- the total assets efficiency 
- the sales profitability rate. 
 
Fig 1. The evolution of economical profitability and of the influence factors 
 
Performances improvement is one of the two variants, namely the identification of 
the profitability enhancement, which means either assets increase or sales profitability 
increase and it can only be achieved if a high margin of operating profitability is furthered 
when the assets rotating speed is low or the assets have lower margins and high rotating 
speeds. 
Tab. 2 
The invested capital economical profitability rate 
Indicators Year 2006 Year 2007 Year 2008 Year 2009 Year 2010 Year 2011 
Equity 
capital/RON 
725707 1050569 1153975 1162273 1533955 2174058 
Loan capital 
/RON 
128599 194330 4195318 4076696 6766154 5054262 
Invested capital 
(Ic) /RON 
854306 1244899 5349293 5238969 8300109 7228320 
Operating result 
/RON 
124323 412234 343843 365638 740961 646534 
Ic profitability 
(Icp) = Op/ Ic 




215069 552245 439285 905579 1219393 1345079 
Icp = Gos/Ic 25.18% 44.36% 8.22% 17.29% 14.70% 18.61% 












2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Economical profitability Income profitability Total assets rotation(efficiency)
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In the case study here, the assets rotation is very accelerated and the economical 
profitability is not reached especially on account of higher profit margins. 
The calculation formula with the operating profit was chosen, seeing the manager’s 
interest in achieving efficiency, that is profit, and his frequent utilisation of the operating 
activity-related information, on the grounds that some other expenditures are retrieved here 
(such as fines, penalties, depreciations and other adjustments) in prejudice of the net profit 
formula, which reflects the influence of the financial costs, too. This calculation formula 
interest owners the most. 
The invested capital economical profitability rate has got higher levels than the total 
assets one. The highest level is in 2007, that is 33.12%, the reason being the enhancement of 
the invested capital by 45.72% as compared to the previous year.  
The calculation by using the latter formula shows results with considerably higher 
levels than the former formula, because the operating gross surplus is not encumbered by 
depreciation- and other adjustments-related expenditures. 
 
Tab. 3 
The financial profitability rate and the financial profitability-economical profitability-interest rate 
correlation 
Indicators Year 2006 Year 2007 Year 2008 Year 2009 Year 2010 Year 2011 
Equity capitals 
(Ec)/RON 
725707 1050569 1153975 1162273 1533955 2174058 
Net profit (Np)/RON 104589 324862 103406 8298 371681 381881 
Financial profitability 
rate  
Fp = Np / Ec 
14.42% 30.93% 8.69% 0.72% 24.23% 17.57% 
Total assets (Ta)/RON 1495702 8918041 12126732 11438180 12192006 11497115 
Turnover (To)/RON 4800289 8591558 12199961 18170306 24303078 24051502 
Ec multiplier 2.06 8.49 10.51 9.84 7.95 5.29 
Ta efficiency = To/Ta 3.21 0.96 1.01 1.59 1.99 2.09 
Sales profitability rate 
(Np/To) 
2.18% 3.79% 0.85% 0.05% 1.53% 1.59% 
Invested capital 
economical 
profitability rate (Icp) 
= Op/Ic 
14.56% 33.12% 6.43% 6.98% 8.93% 8.95% 
Equity capital-mean 
value (Ec)/RON 
- 888138 1102272 1158124 1348114 1854007 
Loan capital-mean 
value (Lc)/RON 
- 161465 2194824 4136007 5421425 5910208 
Invested capital-mean 
value (Ic)/RON 
- 1049603 8490096 5294131 6769539 7764215 
Equity capital 
financial profitability 
rate (Fp = Np/Ec) 
- 36.58% 9.39% 0.72% 27.57% 20.60% 
Ic profitability rate 
(Icp = Op/Ic) 
- 39.28% 4.05% 6.91% 10.95% 8.33% 
Mean interest rate (Ir) 
= Interest exp. / Lc 
mean balance 
- 16.15% 9.12% 7.93% 4.57% 2.98% 
Financial leverage 
(Lc/Ec) 
- 0.18 1.99 3.57 4.02 3.19 
Financial leverage 
effect 
- 4.16% -10.09% -3.64% 25.64% 17.07% 
Source : the author’s processed information 
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Each year, the financial profitability rate has an oscillating evolution, with a maximal 
level of 30.93% in 2007, the minimal level recorded in the analysed period being 0.72% in 
2009, against the background of the net profit reduction by 92% as compared to 2008. 
The equity capital multiplier, seen as a ratio between the facility’s assets and its 
equity capitals, shows an increase up to 10.51% in 2008, after which the trend is of decrease. 
The increase of the equity capital multiplier means that the indebtedness enhancement 
enabled the financial profitability to go up. 
The reduction of the equity capital multiplier, set off by the assets efficiency increase 
and the trading profitability enhancement, which is a phenomenon existing after 2009, should 
have a positive effect upon the financial profitability rate, which does not however happen, 
because in 2011 this rate sees a diminishment by 6.66% as compared to 2010. 
 
 
Fig 2.  The evolution of the economical profitability rate and of the influence factors 
 
For the graphical presentation of the financial profitability rate and of the influence 
factors we used yearly medium sizes for the capitals (as the simple arithmetic mean between 
the level existing by the end of the year and the level at the beginning of the year). 
Given that financial profitability is influenced by the difference between economical 
profitability and the mean interest rate, which in turn influences the effect of the indebtedness 
degree on the equity capitals profitability, the leverage effect is presented in the table below. 
Tab. 4 
The leverage effect 








8.32% 4.63% 2.84% 3.20% 6.08% 5.63% 
Net result / 
Operating 
result 
0.84 0.79 0.30 0.02 0.50 0.59 
Indebtedness 
degree  
Debts / Ec 
156.35% 1710.70% 952.35% 892.17% 705.56% 439.35% 
















The impact of indebtedness or the leverage effect is given by the last two reports. 
The enhancement of the indebtedness degree supposes the diminishment of the results ratio, 
which is a checkable phenomenon, except for the year 2008, when the indebtedness degree 
drops to 953.35% and the net result drops to 0.30 as compared to the previous year, so the net 
result is not influenced by the financial expenditures alone. 
 
Tab. 5 
The incomes profitability rate 
 
Indicators Year 2006 Year 2007 Year 2008 Year 2009 Year 2010 Year 2011 
Turnover 
(To)/RON 
4800289 8591558 12199961 18170306 24303078 24051502 
Operating result 
(Or)/RON 




215069 552245 439285 905579 1219393 1345079 
Sales profita-
bility rate  
Sp = Or/To 
2.59% 4.80% 2.82% 2.02% 3.05% 2.69% 
Sales profita-
bility rate  
Sp = Gos/To 
4.48% 6.43% 3.60% 4.99% 5.02% 5.60% 











Rv(Re) 2,59% 4,80% 2,82% 2,02% 3,05% 2,69%
Rv (EBE) 4,48% 6,43% 3,60% 4,99% 5,02% 5,60%
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
 
Fig. 3. Evolution of the incomes profitability rate 
 
The values of the incomes profitability rates, calculated according to the operating 
profit, show oscillations similar to the operating result. The highest rate was 4.80%, in 2007, 
and the lowest one in 2009 : 2.02%. 
The calculation of the incomes profitability rate according to the gross operating 
surplus has a similar trend to the first calculation formula, except that in 2009 and 2011 the 
profitability rate according to the operating result tends to drop dramatically. 
The incomes profitability rate increase trend after 2008 shows that the costs related 
to depreciation and other adjustments strongly influence the operating result. 
The expenditures profitability rate is a margin rate and expresses how much it should 
be paid for achieving one RON as profit. The utilisation of the former calculation formula 
expresses the operating profit at RON 100 as operating expenditures. The more significant 
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increases are in 2007 and 2010, when the operating expenditures also show significant 
enhancements. 
Tab. 6 
The employed resources profitability rate 
 




5798372 10794597 17523988 25922454 32051464 33311594 
Operating profit 
(Op)/RON 





5703425 10650746 17288494 24886886 31125613 32298204 
Gross operating 
surplus/RON 
215069 552245 439285 905579 1219393 1345079 
Operating 
expenditures 
profitability rate  
Oep = Op/Oe 
2.15% 3.82% 1.97% 1.41% 2.32% 1.94% 
Operating 
expenditures 
profitability rate  
Oep=Gos/Noe 
3.77% 5.19% 2.54% 3.64% 3.92% 4.17% 
Source : the author’s processed information 
 
The latter formula for calculating the employed resources profitability shows the 
operating monetary result, which amounts to RON 100 as operating monetary expenditures. 
The level of this rate is higher, that is increasing, starting from 2008, when the assets rotating 




The SWOT analysis 
Economical profitability rate analysis 
Strengths: 
- The economical profitability rate is independent from the State’s financial structure 
and tax policy by which the profit is taxed, and also from the exceptional elements. 
- The economical profitability rate can be achieved on the basis of a certain result, 
which favours the users of this economical information (such as owners, administrators, other 
users) in a different way. 
- The economical profitability rate can be deemed to be a whole, but it should be 
analysed as the profitability of the estate assets, where the manager’s interest has the 
precedence, and also as the profitability of the invested capital, where the analyst’s, the 
creditors’, the administrator’s and even the owners’ interest has the precedence. 
Weaknesses: 
- The analyst must proceed to calculating several economical rates on the basis of 
several result forms, which involves more work and the obtained results are not sure to meet 
the users’ interests. 
- The user of the information regarding the economical profitability rate will also 
request some other alternatives to the analyst, who must first of all substantiate well the 
results of the obtained rates and to set up their influence factors. 
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Financial profitability rate analysis 
Strengths: 
- The financial profitability rate can be achieved according to the net income, 
however it has got a great number of determining factors and the results of their influence 
arouse the interest of the user of this information. 
- The profitability rate is very much sought for as an analysis information, most of 
the times in correlation to the economical profitability and to the leverage effect. 
Weaknesses: 
- From the analyst’s standpoint, the influence of the determining factors and the 
identification of certain aspects that are of note for the company’s performances interpretation 
involves a lot of work and the results set out to the decisive factors are not sure to influence 
their future steps, when they could take into account the limit of the indebtedness degree, the 
equity capital multiplying factor. 
The company’s profitability condition diagnosis 
Weaknesses: 
- The efficiency of the equity capitals utilisation shows a minimal value in 2009, 
after which there is an increasing trend in 2010. The financial profitability rate in 2009 is 
helped by the 3.57 % indebtedness degree, as the economical profitability rate is much 
exceeded by the interests rate and the level of this rate recorded in 2010-2011 exceeds the 
level of the general trend by far (2-15 %). 
- In 2009, the economical profitability rate, that is the total assets contribution to the 
obtaining of net profit shows the lowest value, i.e. 0.08 %, caused by the net profit value, the 
lowest in the entire period under analysis.  
Strengths: 
- In 2010, the efficiency of the equity capitals utilisation, when the value of the 
invested capitals is the highest of the period under analysis, 81.51 %, is represented by loans. 
The economical profitability rate only shows values that fall into the mean values of 
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